f . Introduction
After the discovery of spin wave instabilities in magnetic resonance experiments it became clear that the magnetization of the sample in these processes doesn't necessarily approach a steady state [I] . Subsequently experiments were performed of the dynamics in the instabilities of subsidiary absorption, premature saturation and parallel pumping (PP) 12-31. Recently such measurements have been described in the framework of chaos.
The feature common to chaotic phenomena is that as some external parameter is varied the dynamical behaviom of the system may change in a universal way. Different systems follow the same routes from periodic to chaotic motion. Chaotic scenarios were then observed experimentally 15-81.
An example of behaviour within the chaotic regime is the transition from regular pulsing to irregular self pulsing (RI-transitions) [9-lo] .
In this paper we will report on PP experimental results in ( C H~N H S )~ CuC14. The main experimental findings are: regular relaxation oscillations, RI transitions and for certain parameter settings a hierarchical superposition of RI transitions. These experimental findings are simulaed with the use of the classically derived stroboscopical model (SM) [ll] . Some of the important results of this paper are presented in figure 1 as a comparison of experimental and theoretical results.
Experiment and results
Single crystals of antiferromagnetic (CH~NHS), CuC14 were placed at the center of an Xband cavity with the easy axis of magnetization parallel of the statie Ho and the microwave field h. The time dependence of the microwave absorption was recorded by an -4DC and the power was changed between runs with a step motor which adjusted a precision attenuator.
By increasing the power well above the threshold for P P auto oscillations with irregular periods and amplitudes with the shape of relaxation oscillations were found in the kHz region. Once the oscillations were set up the dynamical behaviour of the system was studied as a function of the power P a s control parameter. The main findings are: plain periodic relaxation oscillations of the type shown in figure la. The width of the spikes (full width at half the peak maximum), and the mean period between spikes increase with power as shown in figure 2 over an extremely narrow power range of Ah = 2 pT. In a different region of parameter space and on a larger scale of control parameter range Ah = 20 fiT one observes RI transitions. In this paper three different measurements (#I, #2, #3) of RI transitions are described which were recorded at the fields 0.8830 T, 0.8835 T and 0.8840 T. In figure 3 , a typical By increasing Ho by 2 pT one observes a superposition of irregular spiking at different fundamental frequencies (Fig. 4) . Stating at the highest power level (P = 8.9 dBm) one observes spikes at irregular time intervals. The spikes all have the same shape: a fast rise (40 ps) and an average width of 1.4 ms. As the power is decreased the mean period between spikes, the width of the spikes and their amplitudes decrease.
By decreasing the power further a second, very low frequency spiking is superimposed on the spikes already present. This second level of spiking goes through the same transition as the first level of spikes. A further decrease in P reveals a third level of dynamics. The widths of these spikes are presented in figure 5 . 4 . Note that all three levels qualitatively exhibit the same dependence on power as is typical for a single level spiking behaviour shown in figure 2.
D a t a analysis
The dimension function D (y) was calculated for the runs presented in figure 3 by evaluating the inverse slope of log < 6 (n) > us. log n fro:m the embedded time series [12] . First the signals consisting of 5120 data points were embedded in an Ed.imensiona1 space by using the sampling time as time delay. Then 1100 reference points were chosen at random the embedded points. Each reference point was conlpared to n other randomly chosen points and the generalized distance 6 j , k ,~ (n) to the k t h nearest neighbour is calculated. Now the generalized average distance over all m reference points is calculated 1 ( 6 7 = ; C q,,, (4 . The average (S7) was calculated for 45 5 n 5 4000 and for embedding dimensions E = 1, ..., 10. The order of nearest neighbours was k = 20. A typical result is shown in figure 6 . The slope of log (67) decreases with higher embedding dimension and with higher values of n and becomes nearly constant. This saturation value for the slope determines the dimension. The slopes were computed from a linear regression in a certain range of n, (Fig. 7) . As a function of embedding dimension the slope saturates in a rather large range of 5 5 E,,t. 5 8 but D (7 = 0 ) stays well below E, which indicates that the data is of deterministic and not of random origin. In figure 8 the dimension is plotted for the whole measurement #2. Crosses represent values obtained from the regression interval 35 < logbn < 40 and squares were obtained from the interval 45 < logbn < 50.
power is reduced the dimension initially starts to increase to a value of D (7 = 0 ) = 2.6. Then there is a sudden jump to a value of 1.5 at h = 0.0545 mT. A further increase in power leads to a, gradual increase in dimension.
Due to the rather restricted number of data points the determination of the dimensions for these data sets is not unambiguous. Because the dimension function is defined only in the limit n --+ ca one has to use very high values of n to be sure that the asymptotic slope of log (ST) us. log n is reached. Furthermore the sampling time should be of the order of about one quarter of the minimum period present in the data which can't be fulfilled for our data without missing spikes. Despites these difficulties the calculation indicates high values of dimension spread over the range
5 D ( y = O ) = DI 5 5.
Considering the difficulty in obtaining dimensions for our data one might just make a statistical analysis of the periods T k between the spikes at times tk and Starting at high microwave field h = 0.061 mT the dimension takes on the value D (y = 0 ) = 2.1. As the of the p periods from the mean period r one can replace T k with Tk mod T and adjust T' to obtain a minimum value for a as
For a sequence of equal periods I = 0 and for a random distribution of periods I = 0.58 [lo] . This modified definition of the dispersion of periods from a certain T is probably better suited to analyse RI transitions as e.g. a sequence of period doublings would also give I = 0. In figure 9 I is shown for the three runs #1, #2
and #3.
For all three magnetic field settings the system starts off is an irregular state with I w 0.4 (far from randomness, I = 0.58), then follows a route to nearly regular motion with I x 0.2, the system then jumps suddenly back to irregular spiking. This is followad by another very similar route to nearly regular spiking of which only the beginning was recorded in the measurements #1 and #2. Note that the power level where the most regular spiking occurs increases with increasing field Ho, i.e. with increasing wave vector of the pumped magnons.
Also the transition rate from irregular to regular spiking increases with icreasing wave vector and the window of regular spiking becomes narrower. The two mode SM already predicts irregular spiking which can be compared to certain experimental time series measured in antiferromagnetic ( C H Z N H~) , CuC14. Also calculations performed so far, indicate that this type of behaviour only exists in a very narrow range of parameters. This feature is in good agreement with experimental observations. On the other hand more complex types of relaxation oscil-C8 -1577 lations have been measured, see figure lc. An attempt to model the observed dynamics is made with the three mode SM. For antiferromagnetic spin waves it seems to be physically justified to consider higher dimensional models than for example for ferromagnetic YIG because in the antiferromagnets the density of spin wave modes in the magnon band is very high due to the small dipolar interaction.
bthermore, the calculations of the dimension function for certain runs of the P P data performed in section three suggest the presence of comparatively high dimensional attractors (Dl x 5) . This indicates that the minimum number of independent variables needed to model the experimental behaviour is five.
A measurement of highly irregular relaxation oscillations is compared in figure l c to a three mode simulation with the SM. (The parameters are: rl = 0.1, r z =0.042,T3=0.01, A1 =0.4, A2 =0.08, A3 =0.05, d1,2,3 = 0.5. Mode one is driven at resonance and the detuning increases from mode two to mode three WI = 0, w2 = -0.4, 203 = -1. Mode one and two are coupled strongly to mode two and three, but the coupling between mode one and three is weak B I ,~ = -30, B1,3 = 2.)
Conclusions
Non linear antiferromagnetic resonance was observed by the parallel pumping technique with continuous waves in (NHaCHz), CuC14. The main results are: with all external parameters held constant self spiking of the absorbed microwave power is observed. As the microwave power is changed the irregularity of periods between the spikes changes. Reproducible transitions from regular to irregular spiking are observed (FUtransitions) at different main field settings. the dimension functions for FU-transitions are: 2.5 5 DI 5 5.
The classically derived two mode stroboscopic model qualitatively predicts the observed behaviour. Certain high dimensional measurements were more readily modeled by the six dimensional three mode SM.
For certain parameter settings a hierarchy of RItransitions is observed.
